
TERMS AND CONDITIONS - 09/18/2018 

WELCOME 

Here at LetsDesignStudios, we understand the relevance of presentation media, focusing on            

photo-realism, aesthetics, and communication through design media. Take advantage of our           

free quotes and use added discounts on your first order by subscribing at the bottom of the                 

page. While doing so, please endeavour to upload as many details as possible like hand-drawn               

sketches, google image references, CAD drawings, amongst others. 

PAYMENT METHOD 

Once a request is received, we will forward a custom quote concerning your project and would                

expect some deposit to proceed. Please do not provide any credit card details as we do not                 

request for any; we do, however, accept payments by PayPal and Wire Transfer including an               

agreeable refund policy, earlier to final delivery of services.  

REVISIONS 

Understand that, regardless of how little the changes may be, render-times could run between              

3 to 10 hours for single still-images and more for other services. Upon delivery, further revisions                

will incur extra charges. Notwithstanding, changes will be accepted each time test renders             

(low-resolution images/videos/VR contents) are delivered. We encourage you to use this           

opportunity to request for any changes needed. 

CONTENT PRIVACY/COMMERCIAL LICENSES 

Unless Indicated otherwise, LetsDesignStudios is entitled to upload all submitted works directly            

related to our services on our portfolio and social media platforms. We do understand that our                

services are merely contributions and will never claim full ownership of anything outside of the               

services we offered. We encourage you to notify us at the start of any project and guarantee                 

you that all works will remain classified if indicated. 

 

 



DISCOUNTS/SPECIAL OFFERS 

Here at LetsDesignStudios, special discounts are the norm, and we encourage you to request              

for this each time. However, this will only be rendered with full rights to showcase finished                

works on portfolio, social media and marketing contents. 

Please endeavour to read our terms and agreement each time you place orders, and check the                

date uploaded to confirm changes made from your last visit.  

We believe you now understand the importance of providing as many details as possible              

regarding your projects 

 

Thank you for your patronage. 

Many Thanks, 

Samuel Datubo Higgwe 

CEO/Founder at Lets Design Studios 
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